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The reasons for an increase in the cross sections and the range of interaction of hadrons with
increasing energy are discussed. A picture of fast hadron collisions that enables one to explain
on the basis of quantum chromodynamics perturbation theory the main qualitative features of
present-day experimental data is examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

The new generation accelerators that are now becoming
operational will be used to investigate the interaction
between elementary particles at energies that were previous-
ly considered to be in the realm of science fiction. The first of
these is the proton-antiproton collider at CERN (SppS). It
is already operation and covers the center of mass energy
range 200-900 GeV. The second collider is at FNAL. Its
energy is twice as high: s ] / - = 1.8 TeV (900x900 (GeV).
The-6-TeV accelerating and storing system UNK is being
built in the Soviet Union, and a 40-TeV superconducting
supercollider (SSC) is being planned in the USA. As prep-
aration for the routine use of these accelerators, it will be
useful to summarize modern ideas on the old and traditional
problem in high-energy physics, i.e., the energy dependence
of the total cross section a, for the hadron-hadron interac-
tions and, most importantly, the nature of the typical (and
not rare) processes responsible for the interaction. This is
indeed the aim of the present review.

We shall confine our attention to the most important
inelastic and, to a lesser extent, diffraction processes with
relatively high cross sections. Rare events involving the pro-
duction of intermediate bosons (W,Z), new heavy particles,
and jets with high transverse momenta <?, that remove an
appreciable fraction x of the initial-hadron energy, e.g.,
5"/2 = 500 GeV in the case of the SppS collider and q, > 30
GeV in the case of jets, will not be considered in this review.
Elastic cross sections for|f | > 1-2 GeV2, for which da/dt is
lower by a factor 104-106, will not be discussed either. The
only exception will be events with <?, ~qn of the order of a few
GeV, which provide an appreciable contribution to the total
cross sections. Here the quantity <?(l is not constant, but in-
creases with increasing energy and can reach 7-8 GeV in the
case of the superconducting supercollider working at
,s'/2 = 40TeV.

Let us now return to the total cross sections. For three
decades, the interaction between high-energy hadrons has
been the province of reggeon phenomenology.1 This ap-
proach is based on the theory of complex angular momenta
and incorporates in the most consistent manner the restric-
tions imposed by unitarity and crossing symmetry. It leads
to a unified description of total, elastic, and inelastic cross
sections (i.e., multiple production cross sections).

Before the early 1970s, reggeon phenomenology was
dominated by the idea of weak coupling.2 This is the simplest
case of the theory of complex angular momenta j, whereby
the scattering amplitude A for asymptotically high energies
s-> oo is determined by a simple pole in they'-plane, i.e., the

Pomeranchuk pole known as the pomeron. In they-represen-
tation, the pomeron exchange amplitude is Ap (j,t)
= r ( t ) / ( j — a(t)), whereas in the usual s, ^-representation,

we have

Af (/, t) = r (t) [(-*)«<<') ]-1 (sin jia (t))-

Moreover, for zero-angle scattering for which the square of
the four-momentum transferred to the pomeron is
q1 = t = 0, the trajectory of the pomeron, i.e., the position of
the pole a(t), passes through the unit point crt = Im( 5,0)7
jocj" ' 0 '"1 and the pomeron exchange cross section
cr, = Im/4(j)0)/socs'I(0) ~ ' is independent of energy. Since,
apart from the momentum q, no quantum numbers are
transmitted by the Pomeranchuk pole, it is also referred to as
a vacuum pole. Corrections to the pole amplitude in the case
of weak coupling are logarithmically small;
a(s) = tr( oo ) ( 1 — O( 1/ln s) ), and we may say formally
that, at high energies, the vacuum pole is an experimentally
observable object. However, to ensure that the corrections to
single-pole exchange remain small, we must impose a num-
ber of conditions on the vertices describing the interactions
of pomerons. The main condition is that the three-pomeron
vertex G3P must tend to zero if the momenta transmitted by
the vacuum poles are r->0. In other words, weak coupling
does actually remain weak if and only if 3G3Pj (0) = 0. The
quantity G3P can be determined experimentally from the dif-
fraction dissociation cross section of one of the colliding
hadrons p + p^p + Xin the so-called three-reggeon region
s^-M 2

x^m2
N. The fact that, experimentally,4'5 G „, is not an-

nulled" was the first cloud on the horizon of reggeon pheno-
menology in the weak-coupling limit, and was for a time
simply ignored,6 especially since the absolute magnitude of
the vertex (7 „„ (0) = /-was found to be numerically small. In
all other respects, the overall picture remained very attrac-
tive. The simple pole asymptotics and the clear multiperi-
pheral model for the description of the pomeron by a sum of
ladder diagrams constructed from ordinary pions7"10 (thep,
co, A2,... mesons participate in exchange in more complicated
cases) ' ' ensured that the picture was so convenient and cus-
tomary that it was often completely identified with reggeis-
tics and the theory of complex angular momenta.

Despite the fact that the situation is now appreciably
more complicated and a considerable rise in cross sections at
collider energies can only be described in terms of strong
coupling12 ( in which case the leading singularity in they-
plane that determines the behavior of the hadron scattering
amplitudes at high energies is now not simply the pole but
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the cut), the baggage accumulated in the theory of complex
angular momenta is widely used as before, and continues to
be the basis for the great majority of models. Although the
basic results of reggeistics are usually, for the sake of simpli-
city, demonstrated by considering the example of the po-
meron ladder model, they are much more general and are
derived at an almost axiomatic level from the assumptions of
analyticity, causality, and minimal reduction of amplitudes
with increasing virtual mass of the interacting particles. I3~16

In the first Section of this review, we shall briefly dis-
cuss the current experimental situation and shall show that
the scattering amplitude varies significantly in the collider
energy range. In the language of the plane of impact param-
eters, i.e., if we carry out the Fourier transformation with
respect to the transferred momentum q

( A ( s ,

and look upon the amplitude/0,6) as the distribution of the
density of matter in the fast hadron,21 it is clear from the data
that/(s,b) increases with increasing energy and the shape of
the distribution gradually changes from the Gaussian
/ocexp( -b2/2B) to the 6Munction/-+/0(fl(5) - b), and
the value of/(s,0) tends to its unitary limit. This phenome-
non is referred to as the BEL effect18: the proton becomes
blacker, larger, i.e., its radius R (s) increases, and it acquires
a sharp edge. We shall try in this review to understand the
physical nature of the BEL effect. The word "understand"
means in this context that we shall try to establish how this
asymptotic behavior of hadron-hadron cross sections arises
from the Lagrangian of quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
which is now the generally accepted microscopic theory of
strong interactions. Despite the fact that the problem of non-
emission of quarks has not been finally solved in QCD, and
the "secret" of confinement still forces us to use quantum
chromodynamics only in the very limited form of QCD per-
turbation theory (the numerous experimental confirmations
are also largely confined to this perturbation theory), the
problem is still sensible even if we are concerned with large
cross sections and the so-called soft processes. The point is
that the characteristic transverse momenta encountered in
multiple production of secondary hadrons increase with in-
creasing energy (they constitute the main component of the
total, and account for practically the entire inelastic cross
section ain. According to the UA1 data obtained on the SppS
collider at 51/2 = 900 GeV, hadron jets,3'i.e., groups of parti-
cles concentrated within a small solid angle (with a total
transverse momentum pt in excess of 5 GeV) are encoun-
tered in more than a quarter of the events. 19~20 Such events
are usually assigned to the category of "high/?t." Short dis-
tances, for which the QCD coupling constant is as -^ 1, are
significant for such events, and this means that we can use
QCD perturbation theory to describe them. In Section 6, we
shall discuss one of the extreme cases in which the principal
source of multiple hadron production is the emission of min-
ijets with transverse momenta qt ~qn. The quantity
<?0 oc exp( 1.26 ln1/27) then rapidly increases with increasing
energy. It is found in this approach that semihard processes
with qt ~qQ, in which short distances are significant, are the
source of ordinary (and not rare) events that were previous-
ly considered soft. It follows that our microscopic theory,
i.e., the QCD perturbation theory, enables us to understand

the character of the inelastic cross section and, hence, using
the optical theorem (and the well established formalism of
the theory of complex angular momenta ) , the behavior of
the total and the diffraction cross sections, as well.

1.1. The increase in cross section and in interaction
range. First, let us examine, at a purely qualitative level, the
main features of the mechanism of a collision between fast
particles that lead to an increase in the total cross section
with increasing initial energy.

In lowest-order of perturbation theory in the coupling
constant g, i.e., in the Born approximation (Fig. la), the
interaction amplitude is determined by the exchange of a
particle of momentum q = p , — p\ :

At high energies, the main contribution to the spin part of
the propagator D is provided by longitudinal polarizations
directed along the momenta pt and/?, ar>d» if the spin on the
exchanged particle is a, the amplitude becomes
Af ccg2(/71/?2)CT. In other words: the exchange of a spin-zero
particle gives M oc g2 whereas the exchange of a spin-one par-
ticle gives M oc g2s( where s= (p{ +/72)2), i.e., the cross sec-
tion is a ex M2 A2 ~ const, and so on. Fortunately, we do not
have point particles with spin greater than one (if we ignore
gravitation), since otherwise the theory would be unrenor-
malizible. At the same time, for the exchange of a bound
state (Fig. Ib), the effective spin of the state, i.e., the Regge
trajectory a(q2), depends on the transferred momentum q.
For all trajectories that cross the experimentally observed
hadrons, the intercept is a(0) < 1, and the corresponding
cross sections at ccsa(0) ~ ' decrease with increasing s. The
increase in cross sections occurs because, as energy in-
creases, we have new inelastic channels such as the produc-
tion of pairs of new heavy particles (NN) or pairs of heavy c
and b quarks ( see Fig. 2a ) , the production of a large number
of new hadrons (M2^n; Fig. 2b), the production of jets of
hadrons with high transverse momenta, and so on. However,
we must remember that the increase in the cross section is
strongly limited by the unitarity condition, i.e., the interac-
tion probability at a given point in the space of impact pa-
rameters b , cannot exceed unity.41 The increase in the cross
section for constant b , must therefore cease sooner or later
(the initial flux is completely absorbed, Im/(6t, s) = 1),
and the subsequent increase in CT, is entirely due to the in-
crease in the interaction range, i.e., the region in which
/(£>,,) is appreciably different from zero.

1.2. Mechanism responsible for the increase in the inter-
action range. In actual fact, we know only one mechanism
for the increase in the interaction range. In one form or an-
other, it is used in very different models and relies on diffu-
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FIG. 2.
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When the interaction constant g1 is small, the ratio of trans-
verse momenta <?, /<?, _ , < 1 to the emission kernel K de-
pends only on the transverse components qit . If we fix the
characteristic transverse momenta qit , the cross section

sion in the space of the impact parameters'*'2' b,, which oc-
curs in diagrams such as Fig. 2b when slower and slower
intermediate particles (partons) are successively emitted. In
each cell of the comb of Fig. 2b, i.e., in each emission, a
parton is shifted in b, space by the distance A/7, ~ !/<?„, so
that its mean distance from the center of the initial hadron
after n steps is (R 2) l /2s [«(A6, ) 2 ] U2^nl/2/(qt } (in the
ideal case, in which all the shifts take place in the same direc-
tion, we can have /?~«A6, ~ «/{<?, ) ) . The characteristic
number « of intermediate interactions increases logarithmi-
cally with increasing initial energy because the momenta q^
decrease by a (finite) factor in each individual cell of the
comb in Fig. 2b. In fact, we have qi\\/qi+i\i = I/* and
n = \n(Em/q{ )/ln (1/Jt) = a In 5. The interaction range in
the exchange of an individual reggeon is therefore given by

, - ~

1.3. Parton cascades. Diagrams such as those shown in
Fig. Ib and 2b are usually regarded as an individual ladder
(comb) in which there is only one slow parton for each ra-
pidity level y. This is not correct. Each ladder contains a
contribution in the form of a highly branched parton cascade
(Fig. 3) containing a large number of slow partons. It is
precisely the increase in the number of slow partons jV<x ss A

that leads to the increase in the cross section
cr, = Nan cc er()*

 K . On the other hand, Figs. Ib and 2b show,
for the sake of simplicity, only one branch of the cascade of
Fig. 3 (indicated by the thick line). It is actually the branch
that leads to the formation of the parton that directly col-
lides with the target. Let us illustrate these words with for-
mulas ( details can be found in Ref. 22 ). The cross section for
the production of n particles in Fig. 2b is proportional to the
square of the matrix element

n + 1
1 ^ / 1 2 = ̂ 0-2 f] (s*K(r,t, (7,.,)),

multiplied by the phase volume of secondary particles

is found to contain a logarithmic integral with respect to the
secondary particles, dq'^/E',^ln s, and the total cross sec-
tion is

(1)
If particles of spin a = 1, e.g., gluons, participate in the ex-
change, then even for g2<^l , the total cross section
o\ = a(](s/(q2))g'K will increase with increasing energy.
The rise in the cross section is directly related to the increase
in the number of slow partons. As the initial energy s in-
creases, any parton can emit a new particle with probability
da> a g2K d In s, and the overall multiplicity N is given by
dN = Ng2K dins, i.e.,

.V =, A'., t>xp In. s) = ACS

As a result of diffusion in b , space, the distribution of slow
partons in the plane of impact parameters is described by the
expression

K*K O X | ) { — f t f [H-K 111 (s

(2)

where B = n /(q2), and the mean number of intermediate
interactions is n = g2K In (s/(ql)), which follows from the
above formulas [see (1) ].

We emphasize the difference between the symbols N
and n. The interaction probability a = a0Nocsg'K is propor-
tional to the total number N of slow partons in the branching
cascade of Fig. 3. However, after collision, the side branches
of the cascade (fine lines in Fig. 3), whose coherence has not
been broken, assemble together again (into diagrams such as
the self-energy or mass renormalization of ladder partons
and the initial hadron), and the only particles that are emit-
ted from the chain are those that have directly collided with
the target (thick line in Fig. 3). The number n of these parti-
cles is equal to the number of intermediate interactions in an
individual ladder and determines the multiplicity of second-
ary hadrons. The mean value n is conveniently calculated by
taking the derivative of the logarithm of the cross section
with respect to the logarithm of the constant g2:

— d In a
it --- -

FIG. 3.
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In our case, the coefficients are C,, = l/«! and the multiplic-
ity is n = g2K In s.

1.4. Screening. If we look upon a nucleus consisting of
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many nucleons as a set of a large number of slow partons,
formulas ( 1 ) and (2) can be interpreted as the impulse ap-
proximation for the interaction of fast particles. They are
valid only when the bare scattering cross section a,, <x£2 is so
small that the scattrering amplitude, written in the impact
parameter representation, is

/ (6,, S) co acA' (/,,. S) ̂  (v"!'ce~°'/fl « 1 (3)

at any point b t .
Since, with increasing energy, the cross section in the

impulse approximation ( 1 ) increases without limit, the par-
tons begin to screen one another with the result that the
amplitude becomes \f(b,s) \ <, 1 . From the standpoint of ( 3 ) ,
this means that ( 3 ) remains valid only for large distances:

In .?)2 < ' = R2 = (a I n (4)

whereas inside the circle bt <R, the interaction probability
lmf(b,s) -» 1 is limited by the unitarity condition (the ini-
dent beam is completely absorbed).

The combined effect of diffusion in b , space and of
screening (.y-channel unitarity) ensures that the effective in-
teraction range [for increasing cross section (1)] becomes
proportional to the logarithm of the energy
R~(qt)~ 'g2K In s, which was the case when the parton was
always displaced in the same direction in each diffusion step.
This is in fact the case. As we reach the edge of the disk
btzzR, we select from the large number of possibilities
NO^SS!K the cascade branch for which the particles are dis-
placed in the same direction. For example, as the successive
gluons are emitted (i.e., a parton decays into two), we select
from the two new slower partons the one that moves to the
right (the parton moving to the left is absorbed by the black
disk in which Im/-> 1 ). We emphasize that the logarithmic
increase in the interaction range R <x In s is due to the outer
branches of the parton cascade, i.e., particles that are always
(for any rapidity y) at the edge of the disk filled with partons
(in its own rapidity range) . The particle density in this outer
region is low ( \f(b,s) \ < 1 ), and screening effects have little
qualitative influence on the picture described above. Screen-
ing and rescattering of partons can produce only a small
reduction in the numerical coefficient a ~g2/(qt ), i.e., in the
rate of increase in the range5' R = a In s) .

At asymptotically high energies, the amplitude f(b,s)
takes the form of a ^-function with a smooth edge [we shall
denote it by 6]: Im/(6,s)~l for b<R(s) and \f\4l for
b > R (s) . Experiment confirms these tendencies and the be-
havior of the amplitude for the elastic scattering of high-
energy protons. This is referred to as the BEL effect18: the
proton becomes blacker (Im/(0,s) — 1), its edge becomes
sharper (f(b,s) ->i6(R — b) ), and its radius becomes larger

The above picture of the increase in cross sections is
very general. Twenty five years ago one could doubt the va-
lidity of perturbation theory with large coupling constants
A /m~\, when the ladder of scalar particles of Fig. Ib was
considered as an example of a reggeon (Acp 3 theory) and the
large coupling constants were necessary to ensure that the
cross sections did not decrease with increasing energy. To-
day, we have spin-one gluons in quantum chromodynamics,
and we can readily obtain a growing cross section even for
small constants as 4 1 for which the leading logarithmic ap-

proximation of QCD perturbation theory works satisfactori-
ly.

Total cross sections of the form a, -» 2tra2 In2 s are often
said to show Froissart behavior or maximally rapid increase
in cross sections (Froissart23 has shown that the cross sec-
tion cannot increase more rapidly than the square of the
logarithm of energy). This is a limiting case of the strong
coupling regime12 CT, a (Ins)", /?cc (Ins)*7, /?<2?/<2 for
which 2rj = /3 — 2. Theoretically, we cannot exclude the sit-
uation (/? < 2 77 < 2) in which, owing to numerous screenings
and rescatterings of partons, the transparency of a fast ha-
dron at the disk center becomes greater (i.e.,/(£, ,s) ->0 for
j-» oo and bt <R(s)) and the cross section increases more
slowly than In2 s. The so-called critical pomeron model24"27

is an example of this situation. However, there is not a single
satisfactory microscopic construction that leads to 0 </3 < 2,
and, since we are interested not so much in the method of
description of the data on the total hadron cross sections as
in the dynamics of the increase in the cross section and the
interaction range, we shall not examine this type of strong-
coupling regime with an asymptotically transparent fast ha-
dron (0 < 2rj < 2 ) any further.

For completeness of presentation, we record that Frois-
sart derived his limitation in a much simpler way.23 Thus,
suppose that the bare scattering amplitude does not increase
more rapidly than the square of the energy (/J,<Cs). On the
other hand, at very large distances, b , , the amplitude de-
creases as exp( — 2m1Tbl ). The rate of decrease (2m „., is
determined by the position of the nearest singularity in the
square of the transferred momenta t = t0 = 4w2. For dis-
tances

the amplitude /( 6 ,,.s) is then sufficiently small (less than
unity ). For smaller b , , the function /( b , ,s ) is bounded and
the result is that the total cross section becomes

This type of increase in the interaction range, whereby the
large bare amplitude /0 oc s falls to values /~ 1 allowed by
unitarity only for

R. Ins,

is very convenient if we are concerned only with fitting the
experimental points. It is quite unsuitable for constructing a
microscopic dynamic model. There are no point particles in
QCD with spin greater than unity, and if such particles were
to be introduced into the theory, it would become unrenor-
malizable and we would not know (at present) how to use it.

1.5. Increase in transverse momentum. We now return
to quantum chromodynamics and consider the transverse
momentum distribution of gluons in Figs. Ib and 2b. Since
the coupling constant as is dimensionless in QCD, all the
integrals (except one) with respect to the momenta of the
newly created particles are logarithmic in character
(Je?<7,, )2/(q2i + q2,i + \). The dimensions of the cross section
croc \/q2 are such that the denominator contains one super-
fluous q2 and only integrals with respect to transverse mo-
menta converge. In the intermediate branches of the comb,
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significant values of qti are determined by transverse mo-
menta of neighboring cells <?,, ~ <?,,,+ i . Because of asymme-
try under the interchange of the ends of the diagram (up <->•
down interchanges), the probabilities of emission of succes-
sive gluons with qtj+ !/<?,, = z> 1 and <7, ,/<?,, 4 , =z> 1 are
equal. In other words, the logarithm of the transverse mo-
mentum (Ing1,,-) can be altered at each stage with equal
probability by an amount of the order of unity in either direc-
tion (Aln qti~ + 1). With increasing number of comb cells,
i.e., total multiplicity, a new phenomenon appears in QCD,
namely, diffusion in the space of In qt, first described in Ref.
28. This diffusion produces an increase in the mean value
(In <?t) oc« l / 2 with increasing number of comb branches
(In2 qt oc /z) , and since the total multiplicity of the slow
gluons in the cascade increases with energy (N<xsg~K ) , we
find (as in the case of diffusion in the space of impact param-
eters) that, with probability of the order of one, the cascade
contains6* a gluon with transverse momentum qti reaching
q0, whose logarithm is proportional to the number n of diffu-
sion steps; In q0 oc n cc as K In s.

We shall later encounter the mean square gluon mo-
mentum (q\,). For a diffusion distribution of the form

2e ~ 2 < l n qt/n)d In q,, this mean is given by

(-' nn

The momentum qa introduced above can therefore be
interpreted as the root mean square
<??> 1/2(ln (q2

0/ff) = In <??/A2) = n oc asK In s). If, in ad-
dition, we recall that the coupling constant (which deter-
mines the number of diffusion steps n cc asy within the rapid-
ity interval) depends on the transverse momentum as
follows:

«s (I2) =
4.T

b In (<7*/A2) '

we obtain the following law of increase in the characteristic
momentum <?„ with increasing rapidity y = In s:

i.e.,

In

1.6. Twc types of diffusion. It follows that, as the quark-
gluon cascade of Fig. 3 develops, two types of diffusion occur
in QCD, namely, diffusion in the space of impact parameters
b , and diffusion in the space of In qt . It would not be correct
to conclude that these two types of diffusion occur simulta-
neously. If we choose a cascade branch along which In q,
increases, then the displacements A6t, ~ \/qt! of partons in
the transverse plane of this branch rapidly become negligi-
ble, and a chosen chain of partons "freezes" at the particular
point in bt space. This phenomenon is shown somewhat
schematically in Fig. 4 where, along the vertical axis, we plot
the rapidity y or, in the language of complex angular mo-
menta, the imaginary diffusion time it =y = In \/x (x is the
fraction of hadron momentum transported by the parton
jc, = q:/qn ) and the impact parameter b , is plotted along the
horizontal axis.

-R

FIG. 4. Example of a quark-gluon cascade in the plane of rapidities y and
impact parameters b,. The line thickness is a measure of the increase in
transverse momentum q(.

The interaction range is increased by partons with rela-
tively small transverse momenta71^, ~ Q0 at the edge of the
disk (sloping lines in Fig. 4), and vertical chains represent
the cascade banches in which the transverse momentum q,
increases (the line thickness represents the increase in qt).
The probability of the reverse process, i.e., a reduction in qd

by diffusion in In qt, followed the displacement of the given
chain in the b, plane toward the edge of the disk, is exceed-
ingly small for the following reason. The density of partons
(gluons and quarks) at the center of the disk is already close
to saturation [ f ( b t , y ) - * i ] . The partons sensibly screen one
another in this region. The parton rescattering cross section
<7 ex 1/g2 increases asg, decreases, and a parton with relative-
ly low q, <^q0(b,,y) in the central part of the disk collides
with nearly 100% probability with neighboring gluons
(quarks) having q, ~qn. The parton thus again acquires
qt ~q0. Unfortunately, here we encounter a very complicat-
ed many-body problem with interaction and, so far, a para-
metrically exact answer (in as) for the parton distribution
function in the central region has not been found. All that
can be done at this point is to provide reasonable and reason-
ably argued hypotheses. Only the edges, i.e., the outer sur-
face of the comb in Fig. 4 (b , > R ( y ) ) , or the distribution of
partons with relatively high transverse momenta
<7, > q(t(bt ,y), can be examined with sufficient rigor. In both
cases, we select chains of partons along which b, and the
momentum qf increase monotonically, and the density of
partons and the probability of their redistribution are low
along the entire chain81, so that screening effects can be taken
into account by perturbation theory.

To conclude this Section, we describe once again how
the parton wave function of a fast hadron is formed (see Fig.
4). Quarks and gluons emit successively slower and slower
partons, i.e., mostly gluons with high color charge and spin
1. Initially, when x~\, the partons have relatively low
It ~ Qo and they first experience diffusion in the space of the
impact parameters (first part of the interval of rapidity y),
shifting by the distance A6, ~ \Qf) in each step. Next, as a
result of diffusion in the space of In g,, the transverse mo-
mentum 17, begins to increase, the shift becomes A6,
~l/qt^0, and for the remaining interval of rapidity
y = y — ( b t / a ) (disk radius R = ay), the impact parameter
b, remains practically constant, but the transverse momen-
tum qt ~qQ(b i , y ) continues to increase in accordance with
the expression In q, <x.y]/2 = [y — ( b t / a ) ] l / 2 .

The increase in the characteristic transverse momen-
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turn qt ~q0(y) enables us to verify the validity of perturba-
tion theory because the QCD coupling constant
as (q,) = 4ir/b In <?2/A2 decreases with increasing qt. We
emphasize that the qualitative conclusion about the loga-
rithmic rise in the interaction range R <x In s remains valid
whatever the mechanism responsible for quark confine-
ment.9' Confinement can limit the range of momenta in
which the QCD perturbation theory is valid, i.e., the mini-
mum values of momenta qt > Q0 transmitted by the quarks
(gluons), but slow partons can travel away from the center
of a fast hadron to a distance bt~ay for any finite Q0, so that
the interaction range increases at the rate dR /
d In 5>a ~ as (Q0) /Q0). The true rate of increase can be even
greater because of processes with very small transferred mo-
menta qt. In particular, for qt <^ I GeV, for which the lan-
guage of quarks and gluons is no longer valid, an additional
increase in the interaction range may be due to emission of
pions (and other rare mesons) from the periphery of the
disk. Their contribution will be disucssed in greater detail in
Section 7.

1.7. Theoretical problems, (a) The first of these prob-
lems has already been discussed. In the central part of the
disk, in which the rescattering of a large number of partons
with qt <q0(bt,y) must be taken into account, the many-
body problem with interaction cannot be solved exactly, and
the exact parton distribution functions cannot be found. For
the moment, estimates have to be based on models that are
very reasonable, but are still only models. Fortunately, this
is unimportant for many applications. All we need to know is
that the region contains a large number of particles and that
the total probability of interaction is close to unity, i.e., the
disk becomes asymptotically black and lmf(b,s) -»1.

(b) The question that requires more detailed examina-
tion is the self-consistency of this picture from the stand-
point of ^-channel and /-channel unitarity, especially when
diffraction dissociation is taken into account. Since a maxi-
mally rapid increase in cross section and interaction range
constitute an extreme boundary condition for the strong
coupling case, there are some doubts as to whether it is gen-
erally possible to construct an internally noncontradictory
Froissart model (i.e., a model with cross section cr, a In2 5).
These doubts appear to be well founded.

(1) We begin with the /-channel unitarity condition
and examine the diagram of Fig. 5a which describes the jump
in the elastic scattering amplitude at the nearest singularity,
i.e., the cut near the point t = 4m2. The contribution of the
graph of Fig. 5a to the cross section is proportional to the
product of the cross sections for the interaction between
pions and the initial hadrons cr(st )/a(s2) (shaded blocks in
Fig. 5a). Because of the kinematic condition s{s2~sq2, the
pairing energies are s, ocs"2 and, if the cross sections

<r(s, ) a In2 st grow rapidly, the coefficient in front of the
singularity at the point ? = 4mJ. decreases with energy more
rapidly than the total cross section. In the representation of
complex angular momenta/ the unitarity condition has the
form

X / ( / , < + / £ ) / ( / , f — IB) ,

(5)

where A = const. The amplitude for froissarton exchange,
i.e., a black disk of radius R = a In s, is

(6)

and, near the singularity atj — 1 -»2am„, the right-hand side
of (5) is much greater than the left-hand side. For constant
total cross sections and pomeron-dominated weak-coupling
regime, the amplitude/P (j,t) oc \/(j — a ( t ) ) has the form of
a pole and, since the singularity at t = 4m2 appears on the
trajectory a(t) itself, the jump in the amplitude A/P

a Aa(?)/(/ — ct(t) )2 has the same energy (/') dependence
as the right-hand side of the unitarity condition (5). In the
case of the froissarton, this simple solution of the consistency
problem, which involves the introduction of the coefficient a
into the singularity, cannot be carried out. However, it was
noted in Refs. 29 and 30 that one can readily ensure that the
right-hand side of (5) does not increase more rapidly than
the left-hand side by taking into account in the expression for
the range R zz ay an additional term proportional to In y:

R = ay — P In y. (7)

For high energies y -* <x>, the second term /? In y is a small
correction to the interaction range R zz ay^/3 In y. However,
the behavior of the amplitude f ( j , t ) near the singularity
f^m^ is now very different:

(;, 0 ,i'/2p-<3/2)

and, for j— l->atl/z, the amplitude f ( j , t ) becomes very
small.

(2) Essentially the same problem arises in the case of
the x-channel unitarity condition. Let us fix the point b , on
the edge of the disk in the space of impact parameters, at
which the amplitude f(bt ,s) \ ̂  1 is numerically small and
screening effects can be neglected, and let us evaluate at this
point the contribution of diffraction dissociation (Fig. 5b).
In the simplest form of the froissarton, the black disk has the
radius R =ay, the amplitude f(b,s) takes the form of a

FIG. 5.
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smoothed ^-function f ( b , s ) = i0(R(s) -b)(9(x) = 1 for
x>0 and 6(x) cc exp( — 2m^x) for x<0, and the total
probability of diffraction dissociation is

J I m / ( 6 t ,

cc J/J/1/2 cc (Ja s)3/2 (8)

and increases rapidly with increasing energy. At high ener-
gies, it becomes greater than the total probability
Im /( b , ,5 ) 4, 1 . When the probability GD given by ( 8 ) is cal-
culated, the significant point is that the range is a linear func-
tion of the logarithm of energy, and the amplitude sum
R ( y { ) + R (y — y, ) = ay = R(y) is equal to the total range
R(y). The factory' /2 appears after integration in the space of
impact parameters d 2b u , and the factory is due to integra-
tion with respect to the mass of the newly formed system of
particles produced in the dissociation process dsl/sl = dyt.

Of course, we cannot assume that the probability of any
particular subprocess exceeds the total probability of colli-
sion, since this would be in conflict with ̂ -channel unitarity.
in the interior of the black disk, in which the amplitude is
f(b,,s) ->i, the problem can be solved relatively simply. The
contribution of the graph of Fig. 5b is completely screened
by the diagram of Fig. 5c (Refs. 31 and 32), and the dissocia-
tion probability is

From the point of view of the multiple production cross sec-
tions, this means that we cannot observe pure dissociation in
low partial waves with /= (\/2)bts

]/2((l/2)Rsl/2). The
collision of a few further partons always occurs at the same
time, and the system breaks up completely, filling the acces-
sible phase volume with secondary hadrons.33

In the outer region b, >R(y), we again have the addi-
tional term [3 In y in the range (7). The sum

R (y,) + R (y — y,) = ay - p In Vl - p In (y — Vl)

is therefore now less than the total range""

R ( y ) = aV-$ In y *), (x)

and the amplitudes f(b — bt, y—y\) and
f(b,,y)xid(R(yi) — )£ , ) fall exponentially in the region
b, > R ( y ) , while the dissociation probability GD is found to
be less than the total probability lmf(b,,s) (Ref. 30). Simi-
lar considerations apply to more complicated cases such as
multi-reggeon processes34'35 (Fig. 5d) in which several par-
ticle beams separated by large intervals of rapidity y, are
produced. These processes have been the cornerstone of veri-
fications of the self-consistency of different Regge schemes.
In particular, the necessity for restricting the increase in the
cross section for multi-reggeon processes led to the require-
ment of annullment of multi-pomeron vertices (including
G,p ) when the transverse momenta transmitted by the po-
merons tend to zero.3-36 Such contradictions can be avoided
in modern models with maximally rapid increase in cross
section and range given by (7) , so that a self-consistent pic-
ture can be obtained that satisfies both the s-channel and t-
channel unitarity conditions (at least on the nearest singu-
larity ? = 4/w*).

Moreover, by systematically taking into account dif-

fraction dissociation, it is possible (using the method pro-
posed in Ref. 30) to obtain an equation for the rate of in-
crease in the interaction range R (y) as a function of energy.
The stable solution of this equation is then of the form given
by (7), with the perfectly definite value/? = l/m^.

2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this and in the following Sections, we shall enumer-
ate the basic experimental data on the increase in the cross
sections and in the interaction range of high-energy hadrons,
and will briefly discuss a number of typical models of the
interaction between fast hadrons. Of course, the single fact
that the cross section increases rapidly in the accessible ener-
gy range cannot be regarded as proof of the Froissart behav-
ior of the hadron interaction cross sections at asymptotically
high energies. However, the great majority of models de-
scribing modern data are found to reach the regime of maxi-
mally rapid increase in cross section cr, In2 s as s-» oo. On the
other hand, since this behavior is naturally predicted by
QCD, we shall adopt the Froissart asymptotic behavior as
the basic working hypothesis.

2.1. Total cross sections. The first indications of an in-
crease in the total cross sections with increasing energy were
obtained on the Serpukhov accelerator when the cross sec-
tion for the K+p interaction was mesured.36 The phenome-
non has been referred to as the Serpukhov effect. It is no
accident that the K+p reaction has appeared at this point.
According to the theory of complex angular momenta, the
asymptotic behavior of the cross section is determined by the
extreme right-hand side vacuum singularity of the scattering
amplitude on they'-plane, and this behavior should be univer-
sal for all particles. However, the pre-asymptotic terms cor-
responding to the exchange of the so-called secondary p, &>,
Aq, and/reggeon trajectories (which fall as 1A'/2) depend
on the quantum numbers of the colliding hadrons, and the
contribution of secondary trajectories is found to be highly
suppressed for K+p. This is why the increase in the cross
section with increasing energy was first noted in the K+p
interaction. It is important to note that the increase in CT,
with increasing energy had been predicted by the reggeon
theory in which two possible asymptotic regimes were con-
sidered.2'12 The first was the weak coupling regime in which
a simple Pomeranchuk pole predominates for s] /2 -> oo, and
the cross section tends to a constant limit from below, i.e.,
a, -»const — (a/In s). The second is the strong coupling re-
gime in which the asymptotic cross section increases logar-
ithmically, i.e., at cc (In s)p (0</?<2).

For many years, the most popular alternative was the
simpler weak coupling case, and the first Serpukhov data
were successfully described within the framework of this ap-
proach.37 However, new data on the increase in the irp andpp
cross sections38"40 appeared after the advent of the 400-GeV
accelerators (FNAL and SpS) and the collider rings at
CERN (ISR), and the impression was gained that the strong
coupling regime was more probable in nature. This received
general acceptance after measurements of crt were made at
higher energies in the SppS proton-antiproton collider
(s'/2 = 0.2 - 0.9 TeV; Refs. 41 and 42) and in cosmic
rays43'44 (s'/2>30 TeV). Figures 6a-c'n provide some idea
about the present state of a, data.

We shall now reproduce a number of expressions that
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have been used to parametrize data on a,. One of the sim-
plest and oldest of these is

ONN = 38,8+ 0.4 ( i n - -) mb.
137 GeV2'

More modern analyses have shown that

(8')

CTnn = •
V - l / 2

I-0.39 In2 (-77-? )V 44 GeV2 I

\ -0,43

+ 0,241nP— (mb),so

s0 = 1 GeV2, p = 1,996 ± 0,014.

(9)

(10)

The expression given by (8') does not take into account the
contribution of secondary trajectories. Instead, the very
large value s0= 137 GeV2 was chosen, so that the reduction
in the cross section fors < 100 GeV was specified by the term
In2(s/s0) although, of course, this reduction (due to the
square of the logarithm) has no physical meaning; it is mere-
ly a simple approximation.

Secondary reggeons were taken into account47 in (9).
Finally, the exponent ft in (10) was taken to be the adjusta-
ble parameter. As can be seen from the experiment, /? ap-
proaches its maximum value P = 2 alloed by the Froissart
limit. However, the coefficient in front of In2 s remains much
smaller than the value Tr/m^ mb allowed by the Froissart
limit.

2.2. Slope of the diffraction cone. Total cross sections
are usually discussed together with a much wider set of data

that are closely related to <r,. This includes data on the real
part of the scattering amplitude (the ratio p = Re A /Im A)
and on the slope of the elastic cross section cone da/
dt (B = d In (da /d t ) /dt). The slope is a measure of the inter-
action range R 2 cc B. It is clear from Fig. 7, which plots mea-
surements performed in the 1970s and the early 1980s, using
the IFVE, FNAL, SpS, and ISR accelerators, that the inter-
action range increases with energy. The linear parametriza-
tion

B = B0 + 2a'ln s, (11)

is usually employed for B. It is suggested by the weak cou-
pling formulas for which one expects the asymptotic pre-
dominance of a single pole (the pomeron) at high energies.
When the simplified expression (11) is employed, the quan-
tity a' is often found to be different for different reactions
(pp, pp, Trp), etc.) and different energy intervals. However,
it was shown in Refs. 53 and 54 that, when secondary reg-
geon trajectories were taken into account in the range
s =100-4000 GeV-2, the same value a' = 0.12 + 0.03
GeV~2 was obtained for the scattering of any pair of had-
rons. This confirms the universal character of the leading
vacuum singularity.

However, it is clear even from naive geometrical consid-
erations, that the square of the interaction range cannot in-
crease more slowly than the total cross section (2irR 2><7,).
This is the reason why, as the energy increases further, the
formula for the slope B should acquire a term proportional
to In2s (or at least (In s) P)'2) The following is an example of
this type of parametrization:

; s^, mb

- BNL

~ Serpukhov
-FNAL

2ff -n -a2 we sea -3* s''2, GeV to2 tas w* s"', GeV

FIG. 6. Total cross section for pp scattering as a func-
tion of energy. Data taken from Refs. 38—44. Curve
represents (10).
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15 -

s, GeV2

FIG. 7. Slope of diffraction cone for elastic/)/) (a,b)
and pp (a) scattering as a function of energy. Data
taken from Refs. 49-51. The curve of Fig. 7b repre-
sents (12).

JO L

,GeV

= 10.64 + 0.044 lir -f- GeV~2 (s0=5 GeV2).
(12)

We note that, if the interaction between two hadrons at as-
ymptotically high energies can be regarded as scattering by a
black disk of radius R (and it is precisely this picture that we
have been suggesting), the coefficients in front of In2s in the
formulas for the cross section (cr2) and slope (b2) are related
by <72 = 8irb2. From this point of view, the coefficients cr2

and b2 in (8) and (12) are in good agreement with one an-
other. We now reproduce a further experimental "fact" or,
more likely, an indication that, at high energies, the slope B
increases in proportion to In2s. This was provided by EAS
experiments44'45 which have shown that am_
(p — Air) = 540 ± 40 mb at sl /2ss 10 TeV. This cross sec-

tion is significantly greater than the geometrical size of the
nitrogen nucleus, i.e., irR 2( 14N) s;200 mb. This large cross
section can only be explained by assuming that the range of
the nucleon-nucleon interaction has increased to 5~30
GeV~2 (Refs. 55 and 56). If we interpret the slope in terms
of the simple formula given by (11) within the interval
s ] / 2 = 1 - 30 TeV, we find that a'efr = 0.9 GeV"2. This
sharp increase in a'eff (for i' /2~10 — 50 GeV we use
a'eff =0. - 0.2 GeV~2) is due to the fact that, in reality, the

interaction range is proportional to the square of the loga-
rithm of energy,'3) and R 2 cc In2s).

2.3. Real part of the scattering amplitude. Let us now
briefly consider the ratio Re A /Im A which is of particular
interest because it allows more convincing extrapolation of
existing experimental data to still higher energies. The point
is that, owing to the analyticity of the scattering amplitude,
the dispersion relations enable us to relate the real part of the
amplitude and the discontinuity

Re .4 (s) =
1

2n
disc A ( ds'.

(13)

By using the unitarity condition and/or the optical theorem,
we can express the discontinuity

disc A (t = 0) = 2 Im A (t = 0) = 2 a,*

in terms of the total interaction cross section. Moreover, the
left and right cuts cancel one another almost completely at
high energies if the only surviving amplitude is that with
positive signature and equal values on left
s< — (m\+m2)

2 and right s>(m\+m2)
2 cuts (i.e.,

A(s) = A( — s ) ) . The only exception is the region of the
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pole (s' close to s) whose contribution to the real part can be
expressed in terms of the derivative of the total cross section

:) ~ -TT s inrfr • (14)

Thus, by measuring the ratio Re A /Im A, we actually obtain
information on the rate of subsequent increase in the total
cross section with energy. The data on Re A /Im A are prac-
tically always taken into account when cross section data are
fitted to a particular expression [see, for example, (8)-
(10) ]. Thus, measurements of the real part of the irp scatter-
ing amplitude54 have been used to determine reliably the
increase in the cross section at relatively low energies
(s = 100 - 600 GeV2) and to extrapolate a, to higher val-
ues of s.

New data have now appeared on the real part of the pp
scattering amplitude. Forsl/2 = 546 GeV, the above ratio is
found to be57 Re A /Im A = 0.24 ± 0.04, which is probably
evidence for a more rapid [ than indicated by the parametri-
zation (8)-(10) ] increase in the cross section for energies in
the range s"2 = 0.5-3 GeV. This increase in cross section
was predicted by the model in Ref. 56 for
A = a(0) — 1 ssO.3. A detailed discussion of the current sit-
uation with regard to Re A /Im A can be found in Ref. 58.

2.4. Amplitude in the impact parameter representation.
To gain a clearer idea about the change in the behavior of the
interaction amplitude A(s,t) of fast hadrons at higher ener-
gies, it is convenient to carry out the Fourier transformation
and pass to the impact parameter representation:

A I, t\ -,'1t"t r|2^rî ^o , / ^ c 11 (y j

4(s, O-M'/AHtrff/t- (15)

At high energies, the square of the transferred momentum
t = — q2 + O( 1/5) is equal to the square of the transverse
momentum qt . This tranformation contitutes the partial
wave analysis of the elastic scattering amplitude. For each
value of b , , there is an orbital angular momentum

The total and elastic cross sections can then be expressed in
terms of the amplitude /(i, ,5) as follows:

at (s) = t, s)dbt,

|/ (6t, s)

Gln (bt, s)

(16)

(17)

and the unitarity condition assumes the form

2 I m / ( 6 , s) = |/ (b, s) |3 +6 l n (6 , *), (19)

where Gin (b,s) represents the contribution of inelastic chan-
nels corresponding to the total angular momentum /
= ( l /2)fo l / 2 . The function f(b,s) is frequently written in

terms of the complex scattering phase /
= /'(! — exp((y(6,s)) or, if we neglect the real part, in
terms of the transparency fl =

(b, s) = J ( l - (20)

pose that the ratio Re A /Im A = p remains constant (inde-
pendent of q { ) in the significant part of the integration range
in (15), we can readily find the amplitude A(s,t) directly
from the elastic differential cross section:

If, in addition, we neglect the dependence of the scattering
amplitude on the spins of the colliding particles,14) and sup-

V" . (21)

and if we substitute this in (15) we obtain f(b,s).
The corresponding analysis of the irp, Kp, irp, and pp

scattering amplitudes was reported in Ref. 59. Here we con-
fine our attention to pp andpp collisions for which there are
data at the highest available energies, and show in Fig. 8 the
function Gin ( b f , s ) that represents the probability of inelas-
tic interaction for given impact parameter b,. The most in-
teresting aspect of this is the clear demonstration of break-
down in geometric scaling between the ISR energies
(sl /2~50GeV) and collider energies (sl /2~500GeV). Ge-
ometric scaling was actively discussed in the middle 1970s
(Refs. 60 and 61). The significance of the hypothesis is that,
as the energy increases, the profile of the function /(b,,s)
does not change, and only the interaction range becomes
different, i.e., there is a change in the scale on which we
measure the coordinate fttl/"(ft,,s) =f(bt/R(s)). The hy-
pothesis of geometric scaling is approximately satisfied for
51/2 = 15 — 63 GeV. One of its manifestations is the constan-
cy of the ratio ael/a, =0.175 (forpp scattering). However,
this ratio rises to 0.215 + 0.005 when the collider energy
s112 = 546 GeV is reached.41 The variation in the optical
density of the proton is best seen in Fig. 8b which shows the
increase in the function Gin (i.e., inelastic cross section) for
a fixed ratio ft,.R(s)(AG = Gin (i,) -Gi n(s2)) in the ISR
energy range s{/2 = 23 and 63 GeV, and the SppS energy
range sl

2
/2 = 546-53 GeV. We note that the inelastic cross

section increases for all values of ( f t , ) . However, this in-
crease is suppressed at the center of the disk ft, -»0 at which
the quantityGin approaches its unitary limit (Gin < 1). The
function Gin increases at its maximum rate at the edge of the
disk (ft , ~0.9 fm). As already noted, this phenomenon was
referred to as the BEL effect. In other words, the experiment
showed a qualitative change in the profile of the fast hadron,
which changes from a relatively transparent object with a
Gaussian density (Gin oc exp( — ft 2/R 2 ( s ) ) to a black disk
with a relatively sharp edge. This means that, when we try to
explain the increase in the cross sections, we must be able to
understand two phenomena, namely, the increase in the in-
teraction range R(s) (large) and the increase in the cross
section (black) within the disc ft, <R(s).

3. MODELS FOR CROSS SECTIONS

There is a very wide spectrum of models aiming to de-
scribe different properties of hadron collision processes at
high energies. A detailed discussion of each of them is be-
yond our scope here, and we shall confine our attention to a
few, hopefully typical, examples. As a rule, there has been a
tendency to concentrate attention on total (a,) and elastic
cross sections dcr/dr in the region of moderate t , and, less
frequently, on polarization effects. Models constructed in
the reggeon language62'63 can be used together with the
AGK reggeon cutting rules14 (that connect the contribu-
tions of a given reggeon diagram to the total cross section
and to the cross sections for events with particular secondar-
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GeV

(7GeV

s ' = 0.02-_

FIG. 8. o—Inelastic amplitude for the pp interaction
(/,„ as a function of the impact parameter b { ; b—in-
crease in the function G,n for energies in the range
s11- = 53-^23 and s1'2 = 540-53 GeV for fixed ratio
of the impact parameter b, to the interaction range
«oc(B(.s))" : ; /S = B, (B(sn,.,JABU,))"'2. The lower
curve in Fig. 8a refers to s\'~ and the upper to s'/2.

allel the distributions over the multiplicity N of the newly
produced hadrons (i.e., the topological cross sections o\)
and the inclusive cross sections da/dx that reflect the distri-
butions of secondary hadrons over the fraction of longitudi-
nal momentum (i.e., rapidity) carried off by them.151 The
most complete and comprehensive description of data on
two-particle reactions, including polarization and charge-
transfer processes, can be found in the review by Kane and
Seidl64 in which the reggeon approach is used to carry out a
detailed analysis of the energy dependence of the amplitude
for two-particle reactions. In addition to the pomeron con-
tribution, a detailed discussion is given of the role of second-
ary reggeon and multireggion cuts. Kane and Seidl were able
to describe all the data available in 1975 (their review was
published in 1976) on differential cross sections and polari-
zations at energies above 10 GeV. They did it by using in the
vacuum channel the amplitude corresponding in the impact
parameter representation to a disk of constant of optical den-
sity and a rounded edge (with disk radius given by R 2 = R ,2

+ a' In s ) . The SppS collider data were not available at the
time, and this parametrization of the increase in the radius
was found to be reasonable in a finite energy interval. More-
over, Kane et a/.64-65 were the first to predict correctly (in
advance rather than to describe existing data) the magni-
tude and the very nontrivial f-dependence of polarization at
the high energies of £ = 100-300 TeV/c, including the high
( ~ 30%) polarization in the range — t = 1.5-2 GeV2.

Modern models do not, as a rule, attempt to describe
such a wide range of phenomena (the review of Kane and
Seidl64 covered practically all possible two-particle reac-
tions). Special attention is usually devoted to the total and
elastic cross sections forpp andpp collisions up to very high-
est energies. The characteristic property of the great major-
ity of models is (see, for example, Refs. 66-72) the maximal-
ly rapid increase in total cross sections at asymptotically
high energies, crt <x In2.y. Models based on the theory of the
critical pomeron24"26 constitute the exception. Here, the to-
tal cross section in the asymptotic region increases relatively
slowly, i.e., cr, cc ( lns)< ( 0 , and the present day increase in
the cross section is explained by the influence of pre-asymp-
totic threshold effects.26'27'55'" The amplitude for the ex-
change of one bare pomeron has its usual (pole) form only at
relatively high energies for which |"=ln(sA0) becomes
greater than 3-5. However, although the theory of the criti-
cal pomeron refers formally to the strong coupling regime, it
is ideologically closer to the weak coupling case (if we con-
sider the way its constructed, i.e., by continuation in dimen-
sion from the logarithmic theory), and requires some "fine

tuning", i.e., a number of specific relationships between the
parameters of the bare pomeron trajectory and the values of
multipomeron vertices have to be satisfied. By now. this type
of "fine tuning" is neither reasonable nor necessary, and it
seems to us that it is unlikely to be right despite the fact that,
as yet, there are no serious experimental arguments against
it. Other authors have used parametrizations of the scatter-
ing amplitude in which, in addition to the secondary trajec-
tories, and, occasionally,66 to a pomeron, use was made of
the Froissart term corresponding to a black disk of radius
proportional to the logarithm of energy.

It is assumed in Ref. 67 that only the edge of the disk is
black and that its center becomes transparent as the energy
increases. One of the defects of this model is the slow in-
crease in the inelastic cross section a-m cc In s while the total
cross section is a, s;crel cc In2s. In the model proposed in Ref.
68, a double Pomeranchuk pole (Kiev dipole) is proposed in
place of the Froissart amplitude. This amplitude corre-
sponds to the logarithmic increase in the cross section and in
the square of the interaction range at high energies:
a, cc R 2 ex In s.

However, to describe SppS collider data, the trajectory
of the dipole pomeron must still be shifted by one to the right
(the intercept of the trajectory is a(0) = 1.046),69 after
which the cross section and the square of the interaction
range begin to increase (<rt <x R 2 oc In2 s).

Despite the great diversity of the different expressions
that are being used (this is clear even from the very brief
enumeration that we have given), all the models describe
satisfactorily the total and elastic cross sections at the
FANL-ISR and SppS collider energies (s' /2>20 GeV and
s l / 2 = 0.2-0.9 TeV, respectively). The behavior of elastic
cross sections is also occasionally satisfactorily described
even beyond the second diffraction peak, i.e., up to |r j =5
GeV2 (Refs. 69-72). It is interesting that a further C-odd
amplitude (i.e., amplitude with negative signature), known
as the odderon, has had to be introduced in these models to
reproduce the differences between elastic cross sections for
pp and pp scattering in the region of the diffraction maxi-
mum s ] / 2 = 53 GeV2 (we now have data at f~ — 1.3 GeV).
Three-gluon exchange, with each pair in a symmetric figure
of eight in color, plays the part of this amplitude in quantum
chromodynamics. The contribution of the odderon is domi-
nant for large |f in the region of the second maximum
? | > 1.5 GeV2, but the cross section in this region is then very

small, i.e., lower than dcr^/dt by 4-6 orders of magnitude at
0° (Refs. 74 and 75).

We note that the authors of Ref. 70 used a parametriza-
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tion of the elastic amplitudes which, for large transferred
momenta t ensured that the differential cross section was in
agreement with the simplest graphs (lowest orders) of QCD
perturbation theory.

The asymptotic form of the scattering amplitude has
often been used62'63'76"78 to describe the interaction between
partons (quarks and gluons in the colliding particles) and
not the initial hadrons. The models described in Refs. 76-78
are interesting in that they assume that the parton-parton
interaction cross section is a(gg) = const and is described
by a simple Pomeranchuk pole. The increase in the cross
section <r, = NgaNsbcr(gg) is then achieved by introducing
logarithmically increasing gluon multiplicity (A^oc ln^ )
into the wave functions of hadrons a and b. However, if the
gluon interaction cross section is described in terms of QCD
perturbation theory, this procedure leads to a double count-
ing of graphs because, in the leading logarithmic approxima-
tion, the increase in multiplicity 7Vg, for example, is due to
the same ladder diagrams28'79'80 that represent the gluon in-
teraction amplitude.28 The models used in Refs. 62 and 63
are free from this defect and involve only the scattering of
valence quarks. Since the quark-quark interaction ampli-
tude is then written in reggeon language in the form of the
sum of multipomeron exchanges, we have the opportunity of
following in detail the relation between the total cross sec-
tion and the inelastic interaction channels, i.e., we can calcu-
late the cross sections for processes with different secondary
hadron multiplicity aN and, starting with the structure func-
tions for the distribution of valence quarks in the initial pro-
tons, successively reproduce the inclusive spectra of newly
created pions, kaons, and nucleons as functions of the frac-
tion of longitudinal momentum da/ds carried off by them.62

The diffraction dissociation cross sections are also discussed
in the most recent papers from the ITEF group.81

4. REASONS FOR THE INCREASE IN CT, IN MODELS

In most of the models enumerated above, the increase in
the total cross section is actually postulated in advance. The
elastic scattering amplitude includes the Froissart cut [of
the form given by (6) ], which is done, for example, in Refs.
66 and 70-71, or the pomeron exchanges with intercept
a(0) = 1 + A> 1 (Refs. 62, 63, and 69). After unitariza-
tion,161 such exchanges in turn lead to the Froissart behavior
of the cross section

°t = °o H- c I'1" *•

If we now turn to the microscopic level of analysis, we
find that the following explanations of the increase in the
cross section are now the most popular: (1) relaxation of
thresholds for the production of heavy particles and (2) pro-
duction of jets of hadrons with high transverse momenta.

The production of kaon-antikaon and nucleon-antinu-
cleon pairs,82 charm73 or 6-mesons, and even glueballs with
mass of the order of a few GeV (Ref. 83) have been discussed
at different times as new thresholds for the production of
heavy particles. Of course, each individual threshold can en-
sure an increase in the cross section only over a very restrict-
ed energy interval, so that a large number of different thresh-
olds is necessary to cover currently existing data. This was
done, for example, in models based on the theory of the criti-
cal pomeron,24~27'73 in which the asymptotic increase in the

total cross section cr, <x (In s)°3 was found to be insufficient-
ly rapid for energies in the range s['2 = 50-900 GeV.

The trouble with this approach is that, on the one hand,
an infinite number of new thresholds is necessary if the in-
crease in the cross sections continues into the asymptotic
energy range (EAS data44'45 suggest that the increase in
cross section continues up to s~ 109 GeV2). On the other
hand, the cross sections for the production of antinucleons,84

charm,85 etc., are small in comparison with the cross sec-
tions for processes with high/), (the probability of emission
of a gluon with high/?tg is greater by more than an order of
magnitude than for a heavy quark for mq = p t g) . In the
SppS collider energy range (5 I / 2 = 0.2-0.9 TeV), the cross
section for the emission of jets withjply > 5 GeV was found to
rise from 2.4 to 10 mb in the central range of rapidities
1771 < 1.5 alone. The advantages of high p, include the ab-
sence of a clearly defined jet production threshold. Jets with
higher ptj can be emitted as the energy increases.

The idea that the production of particles with high/7, is
the main reason for the increase in cross section was dis-
cussed86'87 as far back as 1973-1975. A model based on the
QCD perturbation theory and the gluon exchange mecha-
nism was proposed later and was successful in describing the
increase in the cross section up to collider energy s l / 2~0.5
TeV (Refs. 88 and 89). It is interesting that, although the
characteristic transverse momentum of gluon jets emitted in
an inelastic collision in this model increases with increasing
energy, it reaches only #,jet = 2 GeV when s1'2 = 0.9 TeV.
However, the total transverse energy of all the jets in an
event, Et =1\ qtj \, is approximately 15-18 GeV, which is in
reasonable agreement with experiment.

However, as noted above, an increase in the optical den-
sity of the proton (blackening) and in the interaction range
was observed at high energies, and by exploiting only the
thresholds for the production of new and increasingly heavy
particles or jets with high <?,/, we can select central collisions
with small impact parameter b,. In particular, the inelastic
cross section was found in Ref. 88 to increase by 17 mb
(between s' /2 = 30 and s [ / 2 = 500 GeV) due to the trans-
verse momenta q] > 1.5 GeV2 alone.l71 These q, values corre-
spond geometrically to a disk of area rrr2 ~ 4Tr/q2 ~ 3 mb,
which is in clear conflict with the unitarity condition. More-
over, it was predicted that the cross section would reach
1000 mb for s'/2 = 1015 GeV, although the authors of this
model gave no reasons for the greater interaction range. The
fact that crm = 1000 mb is still below the formal Froissart
limit23 (IT/m^.) In2 5 is not a justification because the unitar-
ity condition (19) has been violated for fixed values bt < 1.
The increase in cross section due to the blackening of the disc
for fixed b, must eventually stop because of the restriction
Gin = 2 lmf(b) — \ f ( b ) \ 2 = 1 (there is no such thing as
blacker than black).

It is thus necessary to increase the interaction range,
and this can only be achieved for moderate <?, because the
rate of diffusion in the space of impact parameters b, is deter-
mined by the elementary shift per step A£, ~ \/q^ (see Sec.
1.3). We now have another question, namely, can we confine
our attention to soft processes with low qt and obtain a cross
section that increases with energy by summing the ladder
diagrams such as those of Fig. 2b, (i.e., the amplitudes for
the production of a large number of hadrons M 2 - n ) directly
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in the hadron language? This seems quite possible if the in-
teraction constant is high enough.

A single chain of Fig. Ib could alone ensure an increase
in the total cross section. However, the actual cross sections
for strong interactions at low energies (of the order of the
masses of resonances SH + \ ~ 1-5 GeV2) are relatively low.
Calculations based on a simple model with 77-exchange,7 in-
cludingp,/, and g resonances with the bare amplitude for the
7777 interaction, led to a cross section that fell with energy as
a, oo s~" (Ref. 90). To obtain at least a constant cross sec-
tion, the model must include bare pion scattering blocks of
very high (but finite) energy, i.e., the production of heavy
clusters, or fireballs,9'91 elastic 7777 scattering blocks due to
pomeron exchange,'" and inelastic pion interactions due to
the more complicated multiperipheral chain1' that includes
exchange and emission of p, <y,/and A2 mesons (or, more
precisely, the exchange of the corresponding Regge trajec-
tories). The common feature of all these models is that it is
impossible to remain in the region of very small transferred
momenta ql~mrr. The characteristic qt increase with in-
creasing pairing energy and are determined by the masses of
the radiated resonances,"'92 as demonstrated for the sim-
plest model in Refs. 7 and 90. Typical values of q1 are close to
the mass of the p meson and may exceed 1 GeV2 if special
formfactors that restrict the values of q, are not introduced.
Since elementary soft interactions (for the experimentally
determined coupling constants) cannot ensure a cross sec-
tion that increass with energy, and we still have to introduce
into the model the bare blocks for particle-scattering at rela-
tively high energies and relatively high transferred mo-
menta, it is natural to proceed in a different way, that is
suggested by experimental data. The blackening of the disk
at each fixed point of bt space is due to processes with large
qt [as noted above, the cross sections for the production of
jets with qt >5 GeV reach 10 mb for s ] / 2 = 900 GeV (Refs.
19 and 20), but only in the central range of rapidities
1771 < 1.5], and the increase in the interaction range is due to
diffusion in the impact parameter space of gluons with trans-
verse momenta qt ~ 1 GeV. We emphasize that the increase
in the interaction range is indeed due to diffusion in 6, space,
i.e., a series of successive emission of soft gluons, as de-
scribed in Section 1, and not in a single jump.

In recent publications,93'94 the Froissart increase in the
interaction range was achieved by an over-simplified mea-
sure. The amplitude for the hard scattering of partons was
first calculated from QCD perturbation theory (ql > <7hard;
this amplitude corresponds to the cross section a that in-
creases as a power function of energy, but has a very small
interaction range bt~l/qhltrd). The result was then
"smeared out" over the impact parameter plane in accor-
dance with the electric charge density of the initial hadrons,
and this produced the eikonal function

I A

where

A (b) = - !)')(>„ (b')d'-b'

is the convolution of the two distributions of matter density
of the colliding particles a and b [specifically, p(b) is re-
placed with the electric charge density found from formfac-
tor data ] . Formula ( 20 ) is then used to construct the elastic

scattering amplitude f ( b ^ , s ) . The amplitude eikonalized in
the spirit of the paper by Cheng and Wu95 does not violate
the two-particle s-channel unitarity condition (19) and pro-
vides a reasonable description of the total cross section data
obtained from ISR, SppS, and cosmic-ray data ( s l / 2 = 102-
105 GeV). However, we still have to ask: what is the origin of
inconsistency of such models? The large interaction range is
specified right at the beginning, when the factored expres-
sion (22) is postulated by selecting the parton on the distant
periphery of the hadron, i.e., by selecting a parton that has
jumped to a large distance on the first diffusion step. The low
probabilty ~exp( — 2m.Tbt) of this jump is balanced in
(22) and (20) by the large cross section of the parton-parton
interaction Shard (a) ocx a*(q'""j) However, if we apply the
Froissart restriction directly to the parton-parton cross sec-
tion181 a, we seejhat it cannot then increase more rapidly
than ln2S(<7<277/? R <c In s ) . This is confirmed by a de-
tailed analysis of the diagrams that take into account screen-
ing and rescattering of the partons themselves. We thus see
that the maximum interaction range that is due to the convo-
lution (22), i.e., the distance A6, , on which the function
f l (£ , , s )~0( l ) i s still not small, does not increase with ener-
gy more rapidly than A61 oc In In s, or, more precisely,

_ .̂  yv
A£~ln R, where R is the garton-parton collision radius
R < q^d In s. As can be seen, R > Ab at high energies, and the
main effect of the increase in radius is due to diffusion in b,
space and not to a single jump of the initial parton (valence
quark) in the wave function of the fast hadron. From the
point of view of unitarity, the substitution of the rapidly in-
creasing cross section <7hard <xS "* in (22) is equivalent to
trying to balance the probability coofa collision of a pair of
partons (quarks), which exceeds unity, by the fact that such
events are very rare at large distances b, from the center of
the hadron, and the average probability a>(bt) = a>A(bl)
(evaluated over all events) is less than unity. However, this
argument is essentially fallacious. Each elementary subpro-
cess must have a probability &> < 1.

A detailed examination of the conditions for the valid-
ity of such models (eikonal summation of diagrams corre-
sponding to the exchange of pomerons with intercept of the
trajectory a(0) = 1 + A> 1) can be found in the book of
Abramovskii et a!.96 They show, in particular, that this
scheme will work only in a restricted interva of rapidity (In
s < I/A). We note that this last restriction also applies to the
models of Refs. 62 and 63.

Finally, our point is that, at high energies, the increase
in the interaction range is due to diffusion (on the b, plane)
of gluons with transverse momenta ~ 1 GeV (and to a lesser
extent, to the emission of pions from the periphery of the
hadron), and the blackening of the disk at a fixed point b, is
due to the creation of hadron jets with relatively large
ql ~ q f ) ( b t , s ) , where qQ is the momentum reached as a result
of diffusion in the space of In qi (qu <x (In s)'/2; see Section
1.6). In support of our point of view that even questions such
as the increase in the cross section and in the interaction
range can be reasonably discussed in the gluon language
within the framework of the QCD perturbation theory, we
note that if we take the data on the rate of contraction of the
diffraction cone,54 the coefficient in front of In2 s, which is
proportional to the square of the reciprocal of the transverse
proton momentum on the periphery of the hadron, 0.043
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GeV 2K(as/qt)
2, is found to be very small and corre-

sponds to momenta qt ̂  1 — 2 GeV. Even at energies in the
range s l / 2 = 10-60 GeV, which are not ultrahigh, the uni-
versal slope of the vacuum trajectory a' (B = B0 + 2a'ln s)
exceeds by only a small amount the minimum value97 (at the
point t = 4 m 2 )

32 n3 In
4m*

:0,08 GeV~2 (23)

allowed by the f-channel unitarity condition. Experiment53

shows that a' = 0.13 + 0.02 GeV~2. It is also clear that«' is
largely determined by the relatively rare pion production
events on the periphery of the hadron, and that the charac-
teristic transverse momenta of the partons, i.e., quarks and
gluons («' — a'm]n ~as/?

2) are so high ( S 1 GeV), that we
are fully justified in using the QCD perturbation theory. It
may be said that the QCD Lagrangian enables us to recon-
struct the high-energy hadron-hadron collision with the
same degree of understanding of the interaction dynamics
that had previously been achieved in quantum electrody-
namics.

Of course, we are concerned only with a qualitative un-
derstanding of the interaction picture. At present day ener-
gies, the precision of calculations performed in the higher
orders of QCD perturbation theory, or even in the leading
logarithmic QCD approximation, is relatively low.It is con-
trolled by the quantity Ncas(q

2) and, as a rule, does not
exceed 30-50% whereas, in electrodynamics, the character-
istic parameter is a EM = 1/137< 1%. The inclusion of high-
er-order corrections in the constant a is extremely laborious
and we cannot at present expect the QCD perturbation theo-
ry to produce precise predictions. Neverhteles, the QCD La-
grangian gives us a very good understanding of the collision
dynamics of fast particles, especially since the characteristic
values of q2 increase asymptotically with increasing energy,
and the constant aq (a2) decreases. The picture that emerges
from all this is very unusual. Questions such as the asympto-
tic behavior of the total cross section, the interaction range,
and the cross section for the multiple production of hadrons,
which are traditional in the physics of soft processes, are now
found to be associated with the region of internal transverse
momenta19 #2>2 GeV2 and are found to be within the juris-
diction of QCD perturbation theory [coupling constant
as(?2>2GeV2)<l/4].

5. INTERACTION OF FAST HADRONS IN QCD
PERTURBATION THEORY

5.1. The equation for the cross section. Equation (24)
describes the evolution of the parton wave function of the
fast hadron with increasing logarithm of its energy or, in
other words, with increasing fraction of the initial hadron
momentum that is carried offby an individual soft parton. It
provides a reasonable basis for a microscopic dynamic model
of the interaction between fast hadrons. For the sake of sim-
plicity, partons will be understood to be exclusively gluons
whose contribution predominates although the production
of quark-antiquark pairs and the scattering of quarks are
also significant and must be taken into account in calcula-
tions98-99

x ,''(pyjvea,<rt ( l -"•'"'• '•")<ly.-J-' c s v y ' \ cp0 / ' 4jtJ

(24)

where tp(x,q,b) represents the cross section for the interac-
tion of a gluon (or, more precisely, the probability density
for interaction at the point q = b, in the space of impact
parameters), subject to the condition that the transverse mo-
mentum transferred to the gluon in the uppermost cell of the
ladder of Fig. 9a is given by q] = q2.

The effect of the kernel K is as follows:

<7ftp (I'2)<¥ (?")

(q — q ' ) t ( q — q ' ) t [9't+(q —

(25)

This kernel was obtained in Ref. 28 in the leading logarith-
mic approximation (LLAE) of QCD (in the energy) and
sums all the diagrams that contain on each step of the small
coupling constant as, the logarithm of energy

, 1 , 2mEIn— = In —;— ,
X 92

i.e., contributions of the form

"̂  r< i i 1

The first term on the right-hand side of (25) corresponds to
the emission of a new gluon and the second to the reggeiza-
tion of the ^-channel gluon that performs the exchange, i.e.,
the emission of a virtual gluon such as that shown in Fig. 9b
(Nc — 3 is the number of colors). The factor 1 — (astp/cp0)
represents the interaction between the partons, i.e., the re-
scattering of gluons and their mutual screening. In the
course of iteration of (25), the term as<p /tp0 generates a set
of fan -shaped semi-enhanced diagrams such as those shown
in Fig. 9b. The numerical value of <pu = const is determined
by the effective three-ladder vertex G329P calculated in
LLAE in Refs. 99 and 100. The physical significance of the
factor 1 — (as <p /<p0) is that, in the region in which the prob-
ability density for the parton interaction is already high
(<p~<p0/as), the introduction of the new reaction channel,
i.e., the emission of a new gluon does not give rise to greater
overall collision probability, but simply redistributes the
probability among different subprocesses.

Finally, consider the factor exp[ — (b — b')2<?,'2/4]. It
is introduced to describe the displacement of the gluon in the
plane of the impact parameters, i.e., diffusion in b,. Strictly
speaking, in quantum mechanics, the uncertainty relation
A#Ax ~fi shows that both the momentum qt and the coordi-
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nate b, cannot be simultaneously introduced. However, the
large number of soft partons in the problem,
N cc exp [ ATas In ( 1 /x ) ] , means that we can use both q, and
b , with quasiclassical precision because, for the mean values
evaluated over the ensemble, the uncertainty relation as-
sumes the form2"1 LqLx~H/N. Since the coordinates b , are
quasiclassical, we chose the parton probability in the trans-
verse plane in the form of the Gaussian exp( — A6 2q't

2/4).
If we neglect the factor 1 — (as<^/£>0), i.e., confine our

attention to <£><£><>, and integrate with respect to the impact
parameter b , ( J exp [ — (b — b ' ) 2q'2/4 ] d2b 'q'2/4-rr = I ) ,
we find that (f>(q) = $<p(q,b)d2b is given by the well-known
Lipatov-Kuraev-Fadin LLAE equation28

• = K (q. q') ^ (x. q') A>s (9') d9'Vlt. (26)

! K (q, q') q), (q') dq'" = X (/) <Pj (?),

with the eigenvalue given by

X (/) = 2V (1) - ¥ (/) - ¥ (1 - /)

Equation (24) describes two diffusions. First, it describes
the diffusion in the transverse b , plane and, second, in the
plane of the logarithm of transverse momentum (In q, ) . The
integral with respect to q' converges for q'~q. For
ipf a:q2(J " , we have

(27)

=d In T (f)/df, and T( / ) is the Euler gamma-
function. When cp cc (q'2) ~112, which corresponds to the ex-
tremum of the function %, significant values of In q' differ
from In q by +1 and a kind of diffusion takes place in the
space of In <?, during iteration of equations (24) or (26) (see
Ref. 28). As s-> oo, the mean number of steps in this diffu-
sion [linear equation (26)] becomes asymptotically
n = 4Ar

cors (In 2/77) In s, and the width of the distribution in
In?? i s A = 14f (3 ) / z / ln2

r 4A'cct» In 2 , I"2 (<?? Qa> -\, P coexp[ ^ h i s ^ J. (28)

where the Riemann zeta-function is £ (3) = 1.202.
5.2. Parton wave function of a fast hadron. At low ener-

gies, the probability of an interaction with a parton carrying
the fraction x~ 1 of momentum (i.e., In ( \ / x ) ~0) is small
( ( p ~ as < (pa) and is concentrated in a restricted region of b,
space. Typical transverse momenta are In qt ~ In Q0. As the
energy (In x~ ' ) increases, equation (24) shows that <f> in-
creases monotonically because of the exponential increase in
the number of slow gluons, TVcc exp[ (x(Nca^/(ir) ]ln x ',
and the above two diffusions ensure that the gluons propa-
gate within an increasing interval of transverse momenta
[In q2/Ql ~A' / 2 ; see (28)] and impact parameters
b2 ~n(4/q'2). The diffusions in bt and In qt occur sequen-
tially rather than simultaneously. As In (q',/Q0) increases,
there is a sharp drop in the rate of diffusion in the transverse
plane A6, ~ \/q(, so that on the first few steps (i.e., the cells
of the ladder of Fig. 4), diffusion in the impact parameter b,
plays the main part so long as the transverse momenta
q( ~C?() are still relatively small. During this time ( Inx^ 1 ) ,
gluons are displaced to a distance R ranging up to

.
n<?0

i 1 i 1In — = o In — ,

opment of this branch of the gluon cascade occurs at a prac-
tically fixed point b,. Interestingly, this picture is effectively
very close to that of Amati era/.101'102 who investigated the
elastic scattering amplitude in the language of the reggeon
field theory13 in the situation in which the bare-pomeron
intercept was a(0) = 1 + A> 1. The quasiclassical asymp-
totic behavior and summation over semi-enhanced dia-
grams"" were also found to play an important role in their
solution, and the final answer took the form of the (9-function
f(b,s) = i0(R(s) - b), where R - a In s. At each stage of
the pomeron interaction, i.e., on the interval dy<x I/A
= l/a(0) — 1, the radius R ( s ) of the disk increases as a

result of the emission of new pomerons by the outer side of
the disk. The parton density at the point b, in then found to
increase (the disk becomes blacker) because of the large po-
meron intercept a(0) > 1.

An even deeper analogy can be established with the the-
ory of the heavy pomeron"" in which each individual bare
pomeron is rigidly fixed at a given point on the b, plane, just
as if it were constructed from particles with very high trans-
verse momenta.

However, a useful property of chromodynamics, i.e.,
the asymptotic freedom of particles with high qt, was not
used in Refs. 101-103, so that the authors of these publica-
tions could only discuss a restricted range of questions by
solving the self-consistency problem and postulating in ad-
vance the energy dependence of the amplitude for the ex-
change of the bare pomeron.

The increase in the function (f> slows down for <£>>(??<„
and finally ceases altogether when /p = ^?m.lx = £>,,/as (g , ) .
For cp > cpmm, the factor 1 — («s<p /<p()) ensures that the de-
rivative dtp /d In x ~' changes sign and, according to (24), the
function <j> begins to decrease, again approaching <£nuix. De-
tailed analysis104 shows that, for given slow-gluon rapidity
y = In x~', the function 4> reaches (f>0 at points with coordi-
nates b^R(y, = ay) and

(30)t = _ lu l

(29)

after which diffusion in In qt comes into play. The mean
transverse momentum increases, and the subsequent devel-

This means that, at distances (b, < ay ) from the center of the
incident hadron, the parton wave function of the fast hadron
contains soft gluons with transverse momenta q H ( b , ,y) with
probability of the order of unity. At large distances b,, or in
the region of large q, >q(i (b, ,y), the probability of interac-
tion with the corresponding parton is small.

Thus, from the parton point of view, a fast hadron is an
almost black disk of radius R = ay. The balckness in the
interior of the disk increases as a result of the increase in the
density of gluons with large q, (In q,/A — In qu/A
~ 1.78_x'/2), and the disk radius increases due to gluons with

<?t ~(?o~const- We are thus able to reproduce the above
phenomenon that is now referred to as the BEL effect.

We shall stipulate that equation (24) is valid (it can be
justified in LLA-QCD) and is parametrically (in the con-
stant as < 1 exact only at the edges of the disk for b, > ay or
for qt >qQ(bl,y), where the gluon density is low (cp 4, <pmax).
Here the situation is actually dominated exclusively by the
ladder graphs and the semi-enhanced branching" of Fig. 9.
For lower g, < qi} (b,, y), the probability of different rescat-
terings of gluons is very high, and we must take into account
all the possible enhanced multiladder diagrams. The prob-
lem cannot as yet be solved exactly.
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In the central region qt <q0 (bt,y), equation (24) can
be regarded as a simplified model. The advantages of the
model are: (1) it can be joined directly to the region of large
g, >gv, (in which the validity of the QCD perturbation theo-
ry has been verified) or large impact parameters b, > ay (for
which the proton density is low) and (2) the solution of
(24) does not violate anywhere at least the two-particle uni-
tarity condition (19).

We provide one more argument in support of the asser-
tion that, for numerically large transverse momenta
q(m^qt <q0 ( b t , y ) ) , the interaction probability <p (x, q^,
b,) is practically constant or, more precisely, cp = ^max.

The increase in the interaction probability <j> is due to
the fact that, as the energy increases, any parton can emit a
further new and slower gluon, and the total multiplicity of
soft gluons increases (if screening is ignored) in accordance
with the law dN=Na,Nc (x/fr)d In x~'.

In the region in which we are interested here, the cou-
pling constant is as < 1, but it cannot be neglected because its
smallness is balanced by the large kinematically accessible
phase volume d In ( l / x ) . In the leading logarithmic approx-
imation, the characteristic parameter is the product
as In (l/x), which is not small. In the space-time picture,
the large logarithm arises from integration with respect to
the time T of emission of the new gluon105 which, because of
the uncertainty relation, is given by r, ~1Ei/q\ and can vary
from the finite value r u ~ l / f j , to the lifetime of the parent
parton rb ~2 E /q2. Thus, with logarithmic precision, we
have

j r tit _
.r - J T ~

In 2mE
(31)

However, to obtain this result, we must ensure that the gluon
is radiated coherently throughout the entire time interval up
to rb. If one or several collisions take place within this inter-
val between the initial parent parton and other partons in the
wave function of the original hadron (e.g., via the simple
single-gluon exchange of Fig. la), the condition for coherent
emission will be violated, the gluon will change its color, and
the upper limit of the logarithmic integral (31) must be re-
placed with the typical mean free time rr. For relatively
small qt <q0 (b,y), the parton density is high, and even for
rapidity y' such that our transverse momentum is
q\ = ql (bt,y'( /as), the gluon experiences, on average, at
least one collision during its lifetime rb(/)=;ruey . The
time rb (/) characterizes the typical mean free path rr zz rb

(y1) = Tue
y , which, in turn, is the upper limit of the loga-

rithmic integral (31). Further increase in the rapidity inter-
val does not lead to a logarithmically strong coherent emis-
sion of new gluons, and the parton density, i.e., the function
<p (x,q,b), remains practically constant and equal to the val-
ue of the function cp (x1, qt,bt) = <pmax (<?, )at x' as the mo-
mentum fraction*decreases, whereql (x',bt) = asgf (small
nonlogarithmic corrections ~as < 1 are assumed to be neg-
ligible in LLA).

5.3. Rate of increase in the interaction range. We must
now consider one further question. On the periphery of the
disk b, = ay, on which gluons with moderate qt x Q0 are
concentrated, diffusion in the space of In qt cannot in gen-
eral occur in both directions and lead to both an increase and
a reduction in the transverse momentum of the gluon. Diffu-

sion in the direction of very small qt must be restricted. This
limitation (gluon emission amplitudes with small q l ) is im-
posed, first, by the confinement mechanism, and second
(and apparently much earlier) by the fact that small ^, are
suppressed in the parton rescattering process. When it col-
lides with one of the partons of virtuality and transverse mo-
mentum q2~ql (y,b), a gluon with lower momentum^, <<?<,
acquires additional transferred momentum Ag, ~qH and,
since the probability of interaction with such partons q~q0

is of the order of unity, most of the gluons are concentrated
in the momentum range <?, ~q0(y,bi). Actually, there are
few particles with high momenta q, ^>q()(y,bt) in the solu-
tion of (24), and particles with lower qi <^qH acquire qt ~q(}

after only the first rescattering.2" From now on, it will be
convenient to use the following parametrization of the mo-
mentum q0:

* exp(3,5t5./''2), (32)

wherey = I n ( l / 3 x ) - ( b t / a ) .
Strictly speaking, in LLA, we are essentially using only

the leading exponential term In ql = 3.56 [In ( l / x ) ] 1 1 2 ,
where the coefficient 3.56 is calculated from Nc = 3 and the
number of species of light quarks with mass mq <<?„ is
«F = 3. The pre-asymptotic terms Ql and the coefficient
1/3 are introduced arbitrarily into (32). The replacement of
In ( l / x ) with In (1/3*) reflects the fact that the momentum
of the soft gluon is naturally ascribed not to the momentum
of the incident nucleon, /?N, but to the momentum of the
valence q u a r k p ( ( p ) z z p N / 3 ) , and the term Ql represents
the mean transverse momenta of gluons (in the hadron wave
function) for which the interaction probability <t> is no longer
small (it approaches cp = <JPO). Since such values of tj) (the
blackening of the disk) are achieved for sufficiently soft
gluons only after several diffusion steps in the space of In qt

which increases221 the significant values of ql, the value of Q0

will exceed by a substantial factor the bare transverse mo-
mentum qm of valence quarks in the hadron, so that, by tak-
ing qm = 300 MeV, we may expect that Q0 x 5qin si.5 GeV
(Ref. 104). Of course, this is only a very coarse estimate. The
first few graphs of the QCD perturbation theory do not suf-
fice for accurate calculations, and the constant q() must be
regarded within the framework of the LLA as an indepen-
dent adjustable parameter. By processing the data on the
production of hadrons with high transverse momenta
/>, ~ 2-1,0 GeV at the SppS collider energy Aft1 /2 = 540 GeV,
we found that Q0 =1.4 GeV, which is very close to the origi-
nal estimate. It is commonly considered that momenta
0t ~Co~ 1-5 GeV are high enough to ensure that the entire
discussion can be carried out in the language of quarks and
gluons, and that the cross sections can be calculated with the
QCD Lagrangian. Substituting the value Q0 = 1.4 GeV that
determines the minimum momentum qn(y,bt) in (29),
which describes in accordance with (24) the increase in the
interaction range R = ay with energy, we obtain

a = 0.40 GeV~'.

The measured increase in the interaction range corresponds
to's a = 0.42 GeV~', The agreement with experiment must
be regarded as too good for our very simplified picture.
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6. MULTIPLE PRODUCTION OF SECONDARY HADRONS

6.1. Inclusive spectra. To demonstrate the fact that the
above picture correctly reproduces the interaction dynamics
of fast hadrons and reflects the main features of the increase
in total cross sections, let us consider the inclusive secondar-
y-particle spectra. We note, first, that the main source of
hadrons in this scheme is the fragmentation of gluon jets
with q, ~q0. For the SppS collider energies in the central
region (77 = 0), s l / 2 = 540 GeV, we have q,, = 2.5 GeV,
whereas for the UNK (s l / 2 = 6), the result is q(} = 4.5 GeV.
Finally, for the supercollider (s ' / 2 = 40 TeV), we find that
q0 = 7 GeV. It is precisely the production of gluon jets with
q, ~q0 that is the main reason for the increase in the total
cross sections (the blackening of the central part of the disk
and the increase in the interaction range due to gluons with
q\ ~qo(y>bi ^ay) ~QQ on the periphery of the disk). Jets
with transverse momenta <?, S 5 GeV are now referred to as
minijets. The cross section for their production is very high.
Experimentally, even at s"2 = 900 GeV, about 40% of the
events contain at least one jet with q{] >5 GeV in the pseudo-
rapidity interval \r/\ <3(rj = — In t g ( 0 / 2 ) ) .

The inclusive cross section1"' d2aj /dr/dq, = 0.4 + 0.15
mb/GeV for rj = 0,qt = 5 TeV, st/2 = 0.54 TeV is in good
agreement with the predicted result d~aj /dr/dq{ =0.55 mb/
GeV.

We emphasize that the cluster (group of particles with
high resultant g , ) selected in the experiment and called a jet
does not always coincide with the jet of hadrons produced
during the fragmentation of an individual gluon or quark.
There is a high probability that the group of particles we call
a jet acquires one or a few extraneous pions from the frag-
mentation of neighboring gluons or, conversely, relatively
slow particles (with <?, <^q,,) are missed from their own jet.
Moreover, fluctuations in the multiplicity and momentum
distributions of hadrons in soft collisions can also simulate
jet events. For example, it is reported in Ref. 106 that all
minijets and, in particular, the U A2 data, can be described in
terms of fluctuations. However, this approach employs phe-
nomenological distributions (taken from the same experi-
ment) on multiplicity that are already influenced by the fact
of minijet production. In the wider kinematics of the UA1
experiment, the totality of the minijets cannot be explained
in terms of fluctuations even by using the experimental two-
particle correlations and multiplicity distributions of sec-
ondary hadrons in the simulation algorithm. The algorithm
reproduces only about 70-80% of the jets with <?,, = 5 GeV
and less than 35% of jets with qlt = 10 GeV (Ref. 107). It is
obvious that, by proceeding in this way, and by taking into
account all the more complicated measured correlations, we
will in the end reconstruct the hadron jet, and merely refer to
it as a "fluctuation" in a soft process. To be fair, we must
formulate the conclusion of Ref. 106 more accurately: "the
experimentally observed minijets cannot be looked upon as
experimental evidence for the existence of a new component
in inelastic hadron-hadron collisions." We are in full agree-
ment with this conclusion. From our point of view, the main
source of secondary hadrons in ordinary "soft" events are
indeed minijets with 9, ~qu. However, since experimentally
it is practically impossible to select uniquely a minijet with
low qt (according to the UA1 estimates, about 18% of jets
with qt] = 5 GeV selected by their method were due to ran-

dom fluctuations),107 it is better to proceed to the descrip-
tion of the spectra of individual hadrons produced as a result
of the decay of these minijets, and thus achieve a more pre-
cise determination of the parameters and a more direct com-
parison with experiment. Here we shall have to use the struc-
ture functions Z)c (z) describing the fragmentation of a gluon
jet into a hadron c that carries away a fraction q^/qs = z of
the momentum of the jet. The simple phenomenological
function Z)c (z) = ( 1 — z)2/z will suffice for a jet with mod-
erate <? C J . In the case of large qtl, we must also take into ac-
count the emission of additional gluons (andquarks) during
the usual LLA evolution in In <?2 (Refs. 79 and 80), and
observe the conditions of angular ordering that arise (again
within the framework of LLA) from the interference
between coherently emitted gluons. 106~"'s Using the formu-
las given in Ref. 99, and the expression for q{}(x) averaged
over the impact parameters b, [ cf. (32) ],

(33)

we were able to describe the experimental data on the cross
sections da/dq* and da/dr/ in a wide energy range ( 5 I / 2

between 50 and 900 GeV), on the assumption that all the
secondary hadrons, even those with low 9, ~ 300 MeV, were
produced exclusively as a result of the fragmentation of
gluon jets.lm The corresponding curves are shown in Fig. 10.

The curves of Fig. 10 were constructed by using only
two adjustable parameters (which are not fixed within the
framework of the LLA method). The value 2o =2 GeV2

determines the initial virtuality of the partons, the cross sec-
tion scale croc 1/2,2,, and also the rate of increase of the cross
section with energy, both for the total cross section [the co-
efficient a in the formula R = ay (29) , a, —•2-rrR ~] and the
inclusive cross section dcr/drj shown in Fig. lOb.

The second parameter A determines the scale along the
qt axis and the magnitude of the coupling constant
as (q~) = 4-Tr/b In (q2/A2). The value that we have
obtained, A = 52 MeV, is equivalent to taking
as = 0.16 + 0.01 at q2 = 22.5 GeV2 from Ref. 113.

It is interesting to note that the mean transverse mo-
mentum of secondary particles is also found to increase with
increasing multiplicity N in a given event. Actually, the in-
crease in N is achieved either as a result of a more frequent
emission of gluons, i.e., an increase in the number « of diffu-
sion steps in the interval of rapidity y, which immediately
produces higher qt because (\n2qt} <* n, or by producing sev-
eral cascade branches at once (diagrams that respond to the
branchings of Fig. 11 in the language of the reggeon diagram
technique). However, the graphs of Fig. 11 involve addi-
tional logarithmic integrations with respect to the transverse
momenta Q, transferred along individual reggeons (lad-
ders) and a diffusion in the space of In Qi{. Since the momen-
tum 2,i plays the part of initial virtuality Qn for its own
comb, the mean q^ of secondary particles increases109 with
increasing number m of combs (Fig. 12). The distributions
over the number of charged particles are also satisfactorily
described in this picture (Fig. 13), but this involves the
further parameter g = 0.37 that represents the probability of
production of an extra cascade branch pm ccg"1.

We note that all three adjustable parameters (Q0, A,
andg) assume very reasonable and natural values, and agree
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FIG. 10. Inclusive cross section for the produc-
tion of secondary hadrons as a function of trans-
verse momentum (for^ = 0) (a), rapidity (b),
and initial energy (y = 0) (c). The data are tak-
en from Refs. 110-112.
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to within 20-30% with estimates based on calculations using
low-order QCD perturbation theory.

Although none of our calculations had anything in
common with thermodynamics, the emerging picture is out-
wardly similar to the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). The rapid
increase in the energy per unit volume, e, is in accordance
with the expression £-oc^/r0o:exp[3.8 ( I n s ) 1 1 2 ] , and al-
ready for the SppS collider energy s [ / 2 = 0.54 TeV, we have
£;=33 GeV/fm2. There is a corresponding increase in the
effective temperature (average kinetic energy associated
with the transverse motion of gluons), which reaches about
1 GeV for 5''2 = 1 TeV. Such high "temperatures'' are asso-
ciated with high relative yields of heavy particles (strange-
ness, charm), and since the number of collisions between
partons with momenta qt < q0 is large, we have something
close to an equilibrium distribution in transverse space.
However, the system as a whole is not in equilibrium. First,
the interaction cross sections of particles with qt > q0 are too
small, so that they freely leave the system to form jets of
hadrons with power-type "tails," i.e., their momentum dis-
tributions are da/dq2 oc q~ 4 (for qt > q0). Second, there is no
reason (and simply not enough time) for the establishment
of equilibrium in the longitudinal momenta. Nevertheless,
the strong fluctuations in multiplicity (number m of combs)
and transverse momenta (due to diffusion in In q,) that are
typical for this scheme significantly impede the segregation
of QGP. An event tentatively identified as a manifestation of
QGP may turn out to be a fluctuation in the ordinary multi-

~\

m

FIG. 11.
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pie production process. Even the increase in the mean {qt)
with multiplicity, which is often looked upon as an indica-
tion of a phase transition to the QGP state, has a different
and perfectly obvious explanation in this scheme.

6.2. Diffraction dissociation. The main contribution to
the dissociation cross section is provided by collisions with
large impact parameters A, 2 ;R(y) (Refs. 31, 32, and 81). It
is only in such cases (when the parton density is low) that
there is a sufficiently high probability that the interaction
will not destroy completely the wave function of the initial
fast hadron. Correspondingly, the cross section a° is pro-
portional to the area of the edge of the disk
a° a irR /m^ <x In s, and increases with energy as the first
power of its logarithm.

Graphically, this is seen as the screening of the contri-
bution of the diagram of Fig. 14a by the unenhanced dia-
grams of Fig. 14b, so that the total contribution Ma + b

= Ma (1 + if(b,s)) tends to zero in the interior of the black
disk, where f-> i. This cancellation occurs everywhere except
for the edge of the disk, where | /1 < 1.

If we calculate the total dissociation cross section on the

>, GeV

0.3 e

FIG. 12. Mean transverse momentum as a function of the multiplicity of
charged hadrons in an event. The curve represents the calculation that
takes into account diffusion in the space of In Qt. The data are taken from
Ref. 114;j'/2 = 540GeV.
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FIG. 13. Multiplicity distributions for charged hadrons. Data are taken
fromRef. 115; s"2 = 540 GeV, CTN = <7Ll,

1U

FIG. 14.

distributions in ordinary inelastic interactions for s = M2,
we now find that, in the case of dissociation on a froissarton,
for which only the edge of the disk is significant, the trans-
verse momenta of secondary particles qt ~qo(b',y') ~Q()

[since 6'>/?(y') ~a In (1/x), see (32)] do not increase
with increasing mass M2 whereas, in inelastic processes, the
characteristic momenta of gluon minijets qt ~qQ(b',y') (for
b'^R(y')) increase in accordance with the expression

assumption that the interaction range R increases linearly as
a function of the logarithm of the energy, R = ay, then, as
already noted in Sec. 1.7(2), the integral with respect to the
mass of the newly created state M~ will diverge logarithmi-
cally, i.e.,

\ f ( b ' , y ' )

T , ,1 7 / / \x I m / ( 6 — 6 , ( / — ( / )

which is similar to what happened to ordinary three-po-
meron formulas (dcr31/dAf 2 <x G3V/M 2, cr31 a In M 2 ) , and
the probability of dissociation at the point b , at the edge of
the disk is found to be greater than the total probability of
inelastic interaction Gtn ( b t ) at this point. The contradiction
is resolved by taking into account the nonlinear correction
( 7 ) in the expression for the range R(y) = ay — fB In y ( Ref.
30). At this point, we shall already use the self-consistent
value f3= l /m_. Hence, in the significant region b^R(y),
in which the function / ( b ) falls as exp [ ( R (y ) — b) /2m „ ] ,
the cross section is

I m / ( 6 —

and the integral with respect to the masses AM 2/M2 = dy' is
found to converge satisfactorily. The dissociation cross sec-
tion a° t x t r R ( y ) / m - increases with energy more slowly
than the total or elastic cross sections <7e] -^cr,/2~irR 2, and
<TD/cre| -^0 as s^ oo. A similar convergence is found for the
integrals of the differential cross sections for multi-reggeon
(multi-froissarton) processes whose main contribution is
concentrated in the region of finite masses M\ and M2 (see
Fig. 14c). A further interesting difference, as compared with
the old three-pomeron phenomenology, is that, whereas the
previous inclusive distributions in the system M2 produced
by diffraction dissociation were found to be the same as the

7. CONCLUSION

The overall conclusion of our review is that the QCD
perturbation theory is a good basis for an understanding of
the interaction between high-energy hadrons, and this in-
cludes not only total and diffraction cross sections, but also
inelastic processes such as the multiple production of sec-
ondary hadrons. As the energy increases, the cross section
cr, oc In2s and the interaction range R oc In s increase at a max-
imum rate. The increase in the interaction range is mostly
due to the emission of gluons with qt ~ Q0 from the periphery
of the disk, whereas blackening, i.e., the increase in the prob-
ability of interaction at a given point bt <R, is due to the
emission of gluon minijets with numerically large qt ~q0.
Correspondingly, the characteristic transverse momenta of
minijets in ordinary inelastic processes increase with energy
in accordance with the expression qt ~q0

cc exp [ 1.26(ln s)'/2 ], and the multiplicity is given by N<* q^
ocexp[2.52(ln5)1 / 2] .

The qualitative features of the dynamics of fast-hadron
interactions that we have enumerated here correctly reflect
the basic tendencies in the behavior of modern experimental
data. The successful description of data, even by a relatively
simple model, suggests that the interaction picture that we
favor here will remain valid (as it develops) both qualita-
tively and quantitatively.

"In the absence of theoretical ideas on the mechanism that could ensure
the annulment of G,,, from the microscopic point of view.

2<At one time, Chou and Yang17 used the model in which the amplitude
for the scattering of two particles a and b was proportional to the prod-
uct of their formfactors: A ( s , t ) = icsGa (t)G,, ( / ) (c = const). Corre-
spondingly, the function/ (s,b) was a convolution of the density distri-
butions p ( b ) :

/ ( s , b) < x f Pa (b')pb ( b -b ' ) iVb'.

"It has been suggested in the literature that the UA1 data could be de-
scribed, without introducing jets, as fluctuations in soft processes. The
authors of the UA1 experiment do not agree with this idea. They esti-
mate that only 18% of minijets with p, > 5 GeV can be explained in
terms of fluctuations in soft processes (see Sec. 6.1).

4lAt high energies, each value of 6, corresponds to a particular partial
wave /^6,i'/ :/2, and the unitarity condition

2 Im / (h, .s-) .-.-
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for amplitudes

is equivalent to the usual unitarity condition for waves with given orbital
momentum I.

"The interaction picture described above and the mechanism responsible
for screening are satisfactorily reproduced by (24), discussed in detail
in Sec. 5.

6lMore precisely: a point target parton (test particle) interacts with a
gluon...

7'The quantity QH is determined by the initial conditions, i.e., the struc-
ture of the incident hadron and the effect of the confinement mecha-
nism.

8'We shall show later that the rescattering probability for the ;'-th parton
in this type of chain is proportional to the constant <*s (4,,. )< 1.

"Of course, the effect of confinement is unrelated to diffusion in the space
of In q, for numerically large q,, where as (q l ) •< 1. Confinement merely
limits diffusion to very small q, for which the gluon wavelength A ~ l/q,
is comparable with the hadron radius (r) — 1 fm.

""For example, when y,=y/2, we have lnj>, + In (y — y t )
= 2 In (y/2) = 2 \ny - 2 In 2> ln>>.

1 ' 'For 51'2 > 1 TeV, the cross sections were obtained in a somewhat indi-
rect manner. In practice, the distributions were measured by determin-
ing the height of the point at which an extensive atmospheric shower
(EAS) was produced. Taking this as a starting point, a calculation was
made of the cross sections for the interaction between the incident pro-
ton and an air nucleus (mostly I4N), and the next step was to calculate
the nucleon-nucleon scattering cross section in the Glauber approxima-
tion. A more detailed discussion of cosmic-ray data can be found in Ref.
45.

I2'ln the case of strong coupling, R = In ''s, where i]>(!/2.
'"There are reasons to suppose that the estimate

erin (p — Air) = 540 + 50 mb is too high. When the increase in the in-
elasticity coefficient is taken into account, the more probable result is
found to be <7in (p - Air) = 450 + 50 mb. The slope SNN -20 GeV~2

is then much greater than a'(s"2 = 10-50 GeV) = 0.12 + 0.03
GeV~2. As can be seen, despite the considerable uncertainties in cos-
mic-ray data, the qualitative conclusions based upon them remain valid.

l4'This approximation has been fully confirmed experimentally for small t
for which the amplitude with spin flip is small ( 51 l /2/2mN ), and the
spin-spin correlations decrease with energy at least as 1/ln6 s (Ref. 6).

'"The distributions over the transverse momenta, d<r/d/>,, depend entire-
ly on the assumptions made about the internal structure of the reggeon
itself (the vertex for the emission of a hadron by the reggeon) and are
not critical in such models. As a rule, the transverse momentum spectra
of the particles are not as well described as the longitudinal spectra.

l6'As a rule, only the simplest two-particle unitarization [see (19)] is
taken into account.

I7'lt is important to emphasize that, although the authors of Ref. 88 used
formulas resembling the expressions for the inclusive cross sections,
only a part of the total cross section was actually calculated. The point is
that the range of integration with respect to the fraction x of the parton
momentum was artificially restricted by the condition x >m2/\t \. (Of
course, this type of limitation was incorrect, but these authors were
concerned only with part of the total cross section.) As a result, the
intervals of variation of x in blocks that describe the structure functions
of the colliding hadrons and in the hard scattering block with the trans-
fer of the square of momentum t, do not intersect and there is no double
counting.

""In this context, it is not entirely clear what is the parton-parton cross
section, but a detailed study of the structure of the parton cascade"
shows that, in the language of Feynman diagrams, the inequality
a < In2 s remains valid.

I9'lf we accept the analogy with scattering by the nucleus, the internal
transverse momentum is defined as being of the order of the reciprocal
of the size of a nucleon (p, —300 MeV) that is typical for each individ-
ual nucleon-nucleon interaction (parton-parton in our case) and is not
the size of the nucleus (p, ~ \/RA <^A ~'") that characterizes, for ex-
ample, the width of the diffraction cone in elastic collisions or diffrac-
tion dissociation on the nucleus.

2"'The other argument for the simultaneous introduction of coordinates q,
and b, is that, during iteration of (24), the soft parton (gluon) acquires
its own values of the coordinate and transverse momentum at different
stages of development (different "times" it = y). Displacement in the
plane of impact parameters occurs in those cells of the ladder in which
the transverse momentum q{ is small (since A b, oc 1 /q[), and the final q,
accumulates due to cells (iterations) with large q[. Hence, after integra-
tion with respect to the momenta of intermediate gluons (in the inclu-
sive formulation of the problem), the coordinates qt and b, are unrelat-
ed.

2 "Unfortunately, this fact, i.e., the increase in q, as a result of rescattering,
is not included in the simplified expression given by (24), and the inte-
gration range is restricted to small q- in a somewhat crude manner [see
below, (32) ]. This means that when we solve (24), we must introduce
an additional boundary condition of the form <p(x,q) —Q for some fixed
and_ numerically large q^Q0, and consider (24) only for
1> Qo(a^ (£?<>) < 1) f°r which the confinement mechanism is still rela-
tively unimportant. The conditions

9— 0

dcp

dq2

guarantee the absence of a flux of new partons from the region of small
9i < Qo ( in which the effect of confinement can manifest itself) and have
practically no effect on the form of the solution for q, >qu(x) with

"'Concrete estimates made in QCD perturbation theory show that the
average number of diffusion steps in the gluon cascade for which <p = <p(}
is reached is (n) s 1 .7. The transverse momentum increases by a factor
of 5 during this diffusion, i.e., Qn^ 5gln .
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